
Civic Engagement Concerns from Community:

Unincorporated communities feel overlooked, left out, not

prioritized

Lack of government accountability; community feedback not taken

seriously

Outreach methods and meeting structures inaccessible to some

populations

Community members feel insufficiently informed about meetings

SB 1000 and Civic Engagement:

EJ Element must include objectives and policies that facilitate and promote ongoing civic engagement in priority communities, including metrics to evaluate progress.

Civic engagement is an ongoing process that builds relationships and develops equtiable engagement strategies.

Solutions Proposed by ACHCC (with top 5 rankings)
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Civic Engagement

Additional Solution Ideas Here:
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Transparent

unincorporated

County budget

process 

hyper local power

building (e. block

groups!) is just as

important as

government

structure for

achieving change

Ways to

engage

seniors

evaluating the role of

MACs, finding ways to

hold Eden area MAC

accountable to

community (instead of

just accountable to

other forms of

government)

k 2.0: cultural

competency

and cultural

humility

1 2 3 4 5

Answers so

many of the

other questions

around

accountability

Having a

placeholder for

accountability to

the community

and financial

responsibility

Who's

staffing? can

we ensure

residents

requirement

Should be a place that can

stand in for any Supervisor's

district office to respond to

municipal needs, as the

community is otherwise at the

mercy of the good will of a

given Supervisor and their

commitment to local staffing.

How is person in this

office held

accountable to BIPOC,

low-income

communities -- trained

in cultural

competency/humility

Residency

requirement

A community

body that the

Officer

answers to

Perhaps

minimum 4

staff

potential structure:

Can ACHCC be

set up to hold

OoU accountable

to community?

Does this office coordinate all

municipal services in

unincorporated? Coordinate all

23 departments providing

services? What is the

expectation of this office,

where's the mandate in the

County for this?

Functions as

"City Manager"

for

unincorporated

Transparency of

Unincorporated

Budget could fall

under this office

Problem: CAO is not

elected. How to structure

this for accountability to

CAO, electeds, and a

representative community

body with some real

oversight capacity

authority from this

office should come

from strong block/

neighborhood area-

wide structure

a alot of these

ideas can be

herd in this

office

manage the

tech

upgradess

Needs to be thought

through carefully--

potential conflicting

authority, how do these

impact county staff who

are trying to be

responsive to requests

Boundary of

Office would be

Eden Area and

Castro Valley

General Plan.

thr  linchpin

that hold it all

together

County should

view Eden Area as

a Municipal Entity

and take

responsibility

accordingly.

how does this

office relate to

county staff

agencies re:

authority? 

is this a west-

only position?

Or is east

County

included?

Create a

catalogue of

CBO's specialty

populations they

reach out to (if

available)

Create ongoing training

program to support

outreach workers as

they work in

communities - safety,

cultural comp, MH first

aid

Sustainable;

need to see

the projects

through

Structured

Outreach

training

program

How will

this be

funded?

How will

work be

prioritized?

What are they outreaching

about? IF this is primarily 

listening and engagement to

build an organized base. I

think that would be best,

rather than just outreach

about some specific topics.

Could be some of both of

course

how to prioritize

geography with

Ashland/Cherryland

(e.g. AC nutrition and

HARD ) with JOINT 

funding

This seems to align

closely with g. But also,

for the outreach to be

meaningful, we will

need to have projects or

input that is needed.

mini-grants

could help

enable the

learning

community idea

-->

This is critical to

getting

resources (eg

emergency g

Free internet

for low

income

household

Outreach methods

that bridge tech

divide - many

working class

aren't on emails

How to get

newsletters, county

meetings/townhalls,

resources, services

etc. to the people?

Can utilize

outreach

workers to do

one-on one help

with tech

Mobile tech

van/bus that

does

education,

TA?

improve wifi. get

cable company to

commit to

unincorporated.

Social

media

marketing

classes

Partnership with Tech

Exchange in Oakland

(classes, refurbished

tech, free chromebooks)

-- something like this

would be super valuable

100% internet

connectivity as

a goal! it's

possible! 

community

outreach needs

lived experience

and CBO of lived

experiences 

f. ties in with

tech bridge

and need for

training (o.

and f)

how to sustain

community

outreach workers,

peers program,

development 

Dismantling

structural racism,

cultural

competency front

and center

Acknowledging CA

and Bay Area

language history: ex

forced assimilation of

Ohlone, Latinx,

Chinese, Japanese

etc.

Funded by

CAO

this should be

mandatory! a

majority of san

lorenzo school

district homes

speak Spanish

put it in contracts/

agreements so it's

institutionalized

heldin the

CAOs

office 

all public

meeting have

trnslation that

are organized

by the county 

can we

codify this? 

it needs to be

in the core

doumentss of

the MACS

Ammend the

county

ordinances that

pertain to the

MACs to include

this

goal of all these

solutions: getting

funding and

resources to

community

need small wins ,

incremental

investments and

infrastrucutre for

each (model Iron

Triangle -

Richomnd)

Use proven models

like Friday Night Live

on Mac road in

South Sacramento

Accountability for work so

that money goes into the

community and measurable

change, not just to

organizations that service

the status quo

evidencedd

based local

mini grant

options

()sheriff,

probation)

youth

perspective is

important is

important 

past models

REACH -

Youth ERA -

MEV

Budget

Transparency

and Metrics

Where is

community

outreach

exist? 

can f and g be

related,,

institutionalize

way of

community

contact

mini grants

need to be in

the top 5 

What is process of

building community

trust throughout this

process from 

structural harm/healing

value? 

transparent

budget process

for the

uniincorporated

darea

Incremental,

small wins

can help

build up trust

trust is built

in the

process, not

as the end

goal

Office of Unincorporated in CAO Bridge Tech Divide Translation standard at meetings Designated MAC seats Bike Rack / free form

How do we

ascribe the

office enough

power to get the

work it needs

done?

What's its relationship

with the CAO, as a

city manager proxy?

(Answer: it would

have to answer to the

CAO)

Requirement of Residency

of Eden Area

(Ashland, Castro Valley,

Cherryland, Hayward Acres,

Fairview, San Lorenzo) not

just Alameda County

How does this relate to

the idea of block

groups? Are they a part

of the county or

contracted

(promotoras)? Are they

in the office of

unincorporated?

being non-county employees

would offer some

independence; multiple

contracts could foster a

learning community, and

manager of office of uninc.

could keep everyone

connected/learning together.

Create hubs of

free wi-fi in the

unincorporated

areas

AC Library offers

long term hotspot

loans to CBOs,

can expand if

need increases

Libraries as

host for

tech

is there a position in

office of uninc. to

update tech in area/

ensure

unincorporated gets

tech updates?

Brainstorming activity: Up to 3 stickies per person, per section

 Imagine rollout of this solution. What would it look like? What benefits do you see? Any concerns? What is needed?

Permanent cadre of  outreach workers

Tech access at

community centers,

computers with

programs like

coding, design,

videography, etc.


